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BLOOMINGTON, 111. - A
farmer can gain meaningful
information by looking at
university plots, at seed
company yield results, and
at his neighbor’s crop all he
likes, but there’s no sub-
stitute for testing hybrids on
his own farm.

same hybrid three or four
times in the plot, at equal
intervals between the other
test hybrids. The per-
formance of the check
hybrid shouldnot vary in the
plot by more than five or six
bushels per acre. If it varies
more than 10 to 15 bushels,
then there is too much field
variation, according to
Elder.

Don’t let one year’s test
make your decisions. Elder
says that a good testing
program should be an on-
goingprogram.

“You may want to throw
out your poorest performer
after one year, but don’tgive
up on a hybrid justbecause it
does not come out on top in
yield. Growing seasonsvary,
and some hybrids can take
stress better than others,”
he says.

Watch your plant height
when laying out the con-
figuration oftheplot.

Do not plant a short hybrid
between two extra tall
hybrids, especially if you are
only planting four rows of
each hybrid, says Elder. The
tall hybrids will shade out
the short hybrid, providing
untrueresults.

work well. Four rows in
probably a minimum, and
more than eight will make
the plot larger than may be
desirable.
Eliminate as many

variables as possible. Treat
hybrids equally. For most
meaningful results, manage
the test plot just like you
manage the crop on the
remainder ofyour farm.

With the seed on the
ground, the next step is
evaluation. Accurate
records should be kept
throughout the entire
growing season, Elder says,
m order to correctly com-
pare hybrid performance.

Check germination and
emergence. The early
growing season is a good
time to check for hybrid
resistance to com borers or
other pests as well as
uniform stands.

But how do you design a
test plot that will give you
meaningful results? And
what should you look for
when examining those
results?

Plant hybrids of different
maturity. Probably two
early hybrids, three or four
medium maturity hybrids,
and two late maturing
hybrids shouldbe included in
your test. This allowsyou to
evaluatemore hybrids in the
maturity to which most of
your crop will be planted.
But treat all of the hybrids
alike.

Gary Elder makes his
living designing and
evaluating test plots for
Funk Seeds International.
As product evaluation
scientist, Elder looks at
hundreds of test plots an-
nually, and he provides the
following guidelines for
farmers wanting to perform
their own on-farm hybrid
evaluations.

According to Elder, all
hybrids shouldbe planted on
the same day, at the same
population and row width,
and at the same level of
fertility. This will give you
the most fair comparison
between hybrids. Dif-
ferences in maturity can be
taken into account atharvest
time.

Keep the plot from being
too large. One-half to one
acre perhybrid is adequate.

“Many growers feel they
do notget meaningfulresults
unless the hybrids are
planted on large acreages.
But the larger the plot, the
more field variationyou will
have. Field variation can
cause tremendous dif-
ferences in performance,”
Elder states.

Select a uniform field. If
the field has “poor spots”
running through it, plant
rows perpendicular to those
spots so that all hybnds
being tested are subjected to
the same soil conditions.
Select a location that is
representative of your farm
and that is as uniform as
possible.

Use one of the test hybrids
as a check. That is, plant the

Your seed dealer can
provide information on
expected plant height.

Plant enough rows for
each hybrid. Although there
is no formula for the number
of rows to be planted for
each hybrid, Elder says that
six to eight rows per hybnd

Note the date offlowering,
too. Ideally you should plant
hybrids with varying
flowering datesto spread the
risks at pollination time.
Therefore, it is important to
note the flowering date of
each hybrid.
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“Sure-grip”
textured tread surface.
Specially developed tread surface
gives solid footing, protection
against udder injuries, abrasions
and sore hocks

Sanitary non-porous texture.
Resists barnyard acids, trapping
of bacteria and disease. Reduces
barn odors

Saves bedding materials.
Provides safe, sanitary lying com-
fort for cowsGrooveless surface

provides easy cleaning.
Pebbled surface has no grooves
toretain urineor manure, washes
easily, dries quickly-with
minimum effort
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Here’s how to design your own yield trial
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Keep track : of the season
and not special conditions,
such as, available moisture,
and the- effect of those'
conditions* bn hybrid per-
formance. -
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Yield is
,

only
_

one har-
vesttime evaluation.
Monitor harvest moisture,
dropped ears, standability,
disease and insect

WBIG V COW MATS
9ep Cows Happy, Resting,

and Profltabl

10 Year Warranty Program.

Excellent
heat loss resistance.
Keeps cows’ body heat from dis-
sipating. Thermal insulation action
rejects cold and dampness from
concrete underflooringand
minimizes mastitis.

resistance, combinm
ability, root lodging, .
other important c._.
siderations (such as shuclcoverage ordain quality).

Check for overall plant
soundness, especially if u
has been ayear where therewas littlestress.

“If you haven’t had any
severe wind prior to harvest,
squeeze the base of the stalk
to see if a hybrid might be
‘spongy’. If it is, it may not
stand well under more
stressful conditions,” the
Funkresearcher says.
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VANCO SALES CO.
RD4, Box 300
Carlisle, PA 17013
Phone-717-776-3494
Please sendfree sample & installation
instructions
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